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This paper addresses the problem of stabilizing and regulating, to a desired reference, the attitude and position of
large gravity-tractor spacecraft relative to near-Earth objects to be deflected fromEarth impact.We analyze gravity
tractors constructed in both the previously proposed pendulum configuration and a novel bar configuration. These
interact with the deflection target through mutual gravitational potential, such that the system has fully coupled
rotational and translational dynamics. The target body is represented by increasingly more realistic models (sphere,
oblate spheroid, general triaxial ellipsoid, and polyhedral mesh). For the simplest of these, an eigenstructure-based
controller is detailed, followed by an energy-based controller for the more general target representations, with
additional dissipative feedback used in each case. It is demonstrated with theory and simulation results that both the
pendulum and novel bar gravity tractors are suitably controlled to themost desirable precessing downtrack-towing-
direction vector using these controller designs. They are robust in the presence of realistic perturbations and the
effects of full geometric detail for both the natural and artificial bodies. Further, this paper introduces important
performance metrics for gravity-tractor system design, which quantify the difficulty of control for each case. Based
on this, some prior claimsmade to the effect that because the gravity tractor does not need to physically connect with
the asteroid, there is no need for prior knowledge of the asteroid’s shape, composition, rotation rate, etc., appear to be
incorrect.
I. Introduction
T HE so-called gravity tug or gravity tractor (GT) has recentlybeen proposed as a system for altering the heliocentric orbital
velocity of a near-Earth object (NEO) to prevent it from impacting
Earth. The GT concept, originally presented in [1] and further
discussed in [2], places a spacecraft in close proximity to the NEO,
hoveringwith respect to the NEO center of mass by using thrust from
continuously operating, high-Isp electric propulsion to balance the
gravitational force exerted on the spacecraft by the NEO. If the
thruster exhaust avoids impinging on the NEO surface, the net result
is a continuous acceleration of the combined NEO and spacecraft
system. Such a towing action in the direction of net thrust on the
whole system will, over an extended operation time, produce the
small velocity changeV needed to avoid impact. If the operation is
conducted 10–20 years before impact, the V required is typically
less than 1 cm/s [3], and this may be further reduced by a few orders
of magnitude if the NEO’s projected impact is preceded by a
resonant-return Earth flyby.
The GT has many advantages, including 1) no use of nuclear
detonations or kinetic impacts with highly uncertain outcomes, 2) no
requirement for attachment or anchoring to theNEO surface as in [4],
3) no thruster gimballing or on–off operation, with heavy power
cycling needed to thrust only in approximately the optimal direction,
and 4) continuous high-accuracy monitoring of the NEO trajectory
and remaining impact probability, both initially and throughout the
deflection operation. Disadvantages include the extended operation
time and long technology development and construction times,
though the latter are reduced for a smaller (in mass and size) GT that
does not require currently unavailable longer-lifetime and higher-
thrust electric propulsion devices together with nuclear electric
power systems. Regardless, long warning times before projected
impact are necessary for use of the GT.
An additional (and, as yet, unaddressed in literature) disadvantage
applies to a large GT. Here, large means having spatial dimensions
that are an appreciable fraction of the mean radius of the NEO to be
deflected, and it usually also means having mass that is large relative
to interplanetary spacecraft built to date. The GT mass is still very
much smaller than that of the NEO, but it is the significant spatial
distribution of that GT mass that gives rise to this additional
disadvantage, first addressed herein. This is the difficulty of
operating the GT in a controlled manner, given its complex dynamic
interaction with the NEO body, characterized by fully coupled
translational and rotational dynamics. All previous treatments of the
GT concept do not give any serious consideration to this coupled
behavior. These all show a pendulum configuration, with the
majority of the mass of the GT hanging below outboard canted
thrusters at the tip of a boom extending away from theNEO along the
local vertical (see Fig. 1). The familiar gravity-gradient stability of
satellites orbitingwhat is anearly spherical, and comparatively large
in dimension, planetary body is assumed to translate to stability of the
pendulum GT hovering under a nominal thrust level next to a
potentially very nonspherical, and comparatively similar in
dimension, planetesimal. Dynamic intuition suggests that this may
not hold true, as mentioned in [5] and explained in [6].
Herein, we introduce a series of analytical models for the coupled
system in which the NEO is represented using progressively fewer
simplifying assumptions (first as a sphere and then as an oblate
spheroid or general triaxial ellipsoid). For each NEO representation,
theGT is represented both in the pendulum configuration and in a bar
configuration. The latter has a main body and two thruster nodes,
each at the end of a long, lightweight boom extending horizontally
with respect to the local vertical (see Fig. 2). Our motivation behind
examining the new bar configuration is the hypothesis that it allows
better placement and orientation of thrusters, still consistent with
avoiding exhaust plume impingement, to achieve a reduced ratio of
engine thrust required to net towing effect. For mutual gravity
computation, we represent the pendulum GT by two rigidly linked
point masses, one at the main body and one at the thruster node, and
as an ellipsoid (as illustrated in Fig. 1). We represent the bar GT by
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three rigidly linked point masses and a differently oriented ellipsoid
(as illustrated in Fig. 2). Though grossly simplified, this whole series
of analytical models builds up to a very nontrivial system, sufficient
for development of a controller that performs suitably well when
testedwithin a no-simplifications numerical validationmodel. In that
model, both the NEO and the GT are represented as detailed
polyhedral shapes with internal mass distribution.
The paper is organized as follows: In Sec. II, for every model with
a spherical NEO representation, themodel’s equations are presented,
along with the nominal control force and moment required to act on
the GT to enforce desired relative equilibria. Variational methods are
used to obtain equations for the perturbation dynamics about those
desired equilibria. We analyze the stability of the new linear equa-
tions for each model to characterize the overall system’s behavior in
the presence of small perturbations arising from the many features
really present and not included in the clean analytical model. We
devise eigenstructure-based control laws and augment them with
additional rate feedback to give control forces andmoments to add to
the nominal ones, to produce stability in the face of these pertur-
bations. In Sec. III, for every model with more general NEO
representations, we present the full system Hamiltonian and obtain
much simplified reduced equations of motion using valid assump-
tions. We present a potential-shaping or energy-based derivation of
control forces and moments, and also augment them with the same
nonconservative rate feedbacks obtained earlier. In Sec. IV, we
examine four specific scenarios for deflecting two target bodies in the
current set of known asteroids with nonzero probability of Earth
impact, using both pendulum and bar GTs for each. Best guesses are
made for unknown target-body properties. For each of these
scenarios, closed-loop simulation results from propagating the
full nonlinear analytical model and from propagating the “truth”
numerical validation model, with polyhedral representations of both
the NEO and GT, are shown together and the results are compared.
Section V provides a discussion (and quantification for each test
scenario) of the performance penalties incurred by using the
appropriate control scheme. We discuss the implications of the
performance decreases, the level of difficulty of controlling the
whole system, and the need for characterizing deflection targets
before a GTmission is designed.We also discuss the favorability (or
lack thereof) of choosing the novel bar configuration over the
previously proposed pendulum configuration, and we offer
conclusions in Sec. VI.
II. Homogenous Sphere Representation of NEO
The simplest case to begin with is to represent the NEO as a
uniform-density spherical body. This temporarily allows for
decoupling of the rotational dynamics of the asteroid from the
rotational dynamics of theGT and from all translational dynamics. In
fact, the attitude of the GT itself is decoupled from the dynamics of
the internal variables of relative position, relative velocity, and the
angular velocity of the GT. Following the development in [6], we
have the following equations written with respect to the body frame
fixed in the GT:






I1 _1 1  I11 M1 Mc (2)
where the subscripts 1 and 2 refer to the GT and the NEO,
respectively, and we have adopted the convention of writing vectors
in bold type and their magnitudes or other scalars in regular type.
Matrices and dyads are also in regular type, but they should be easy to
identify as such. LetR be the relative position vector from the GT’s
center of mass to the NEO’s center of mass, let  be an angular
velocity with respect to an inertial frame, and let I be an inertia dyad.
F1 andM1 are the combined force and moment acting on the GT due
to mutual gravity, andFc andMc are the sums of all effective control
forces and moments due to thrusters and/or momentum wheels. By
effective, wemean acting through and about the center of mass of the
GT, as distinguished from actual thruster forces and wheel moments.
Here, the mass parameter for the system is determined from the mass
of the GT, m1, and the mass of the NEO, m2, via
m m1m2
m1 m2
Also, for the spherical NEO model, the force and moment due to
mutual gravity are
F 1 F2 
@U
@R











kR  k (4)
where  is the vector from the center of mass of the GT to each
differential mass element in the GT. If we let ~a denote the skew-
symmetric cross-product dyad for vector a and we normalize all
quantities by a representative length Ro, mass, and time, we obtain
r 00 f!01r 2f!1r0 f!1f!1 rf1  fc (5)
I1!
0
1 f!1I1!1 m1 mc (6)
where the prime denotes differentiation with respect to the new
timescale and we made use of the following conversions:
Fig. 1 Illustration of point-mass (left), ellipsoid (center), and detailed
polyhedral (right) models for the pendulum GT configuration. The GT-
fixed frame orientation shown has its origin at the center of mass in each
case.
Fig. 2 Illustration of point-mass (bottom), ellipsoid (center), and
detailed polyhedral (top) models for the bar GT configuration. The GT-
fixed frame orientation shown has its origin at the center of mass in each
case.



























. Also, the normalized versions of the
mutual gravity force and moment on the GT and of the underlying














kr  k (8)
where the unitless parameter m2=m1 m2 is like that
commonly used in the restricted three-body problem.
With Eqs. (5) and (6), we determine the nominal control force fceq
and moment mceq needed to enforce desired relative equilibria and
then take the variation of the equations of motion about those desired
equilibria, to obtain (in this case, linear) perturbation-dynamics
systems. The control laws to drive these systems to the origin or keep
them bounded determine additional fc and mc to be added to the
nominal control force andmoment to yield the total control force and
moment. Herein, we examine two desired equilibria. For the first and
more general one, the GT is rotatingwith respect to inertial space and
translating relative to the NEO, so that the towing direction remains
parallel or antiparallel to the NEO’s heliocentric orbit velocity
vector. This is the optimal alignment for adding or removing energy
from its orbit about the sun and thereby reducing impact risk,
according to previous studies [4,7]. We can assume, without loss of
generality, an addition of energy to the heliocentric orbit. This may
be referred to as towing in the downtrack direction. Given an
approximately circular NEO orbit, that orbit’s velocity vector rotates
at the roughly constant rate equal to the NEO’s normalized mean
motion about the sun, nsun. The second equilibrium involves the GT
not rotating with respect to inertial space, so that the towing direction
is fixed in the inertial frame, and this always falls out as a special case
of the first equilibrium. For the first equilibrium, we find
f ceq f!1 f!1 r @u@r ; mceq f!1I1!1  ~r @u@r (9)
and!1 is just replaced by zero for the second equilibrium. Taking the
full variations of Eqs. (5) and (6), we have
r00 g!01rf!01r 2g!1r0  2f!1r0 g!1 f!1 r
f!1 g!1 rf!1f!1 r @2u@r2 r  fc (10)
I1!
0
1 g!1I1!1 f!1I1!1 er @u@r  ~r @2u@r2 r mc
(11)
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whereU33 denotes the identity dyad, and 033 denotes a 3  3 block
of zero elements. This linear matrix equation for perturbation
dynamics is used as written for the first equilibrium, with the rotation
of the GT to preserve the optimal towing direction. For the second
equilibrium,we again replace all instances of!1with zero, leading to
great simplification. Because conservation of total angular momen-
tum and energy no longer apply, due to the action of theGT thrusters,
the usual constraints due to those usually conserved integrals do not
apply, such that we cannot further reduce the dimension of the plant
matrix in Eq. (12).
A. Pendulum Configuration
With this configuration, theGThas two parts separated by a boom:
a bottom, containing the power plant, etc., and a head, to which the
main thrusters are mounted. We choose to align the unit vectors
î; ĵ; k̂ for the frame fixed to the GT so that î points from the GT
centroid along the boom through the head. Then, in the basis of these
unit vectors, at either of the desired equilibria, the vectors r and
@u=@r both have components only in the î direction, denoted as x and
ux, respectively. Assuming symmetry of the GT about the X–Y and
X–Z planes, a reasonable assumption, the matrix @2u=@r2 will also
have only diagonal elements, denoted as uxx, uyy, and uzz
respectively. In terms of these scalar components, for the first desired
equilibrium, the nominal control force and moment are obtained
fromEqs. (9) as fceq  n2sunx uxî andmceq  0, and the plant and




n2sun  uxx 0 0 0 2nsum 0 0 0 2nsunx
0 n2sun  uyy  xI1zz ux  xuyy 0 2nsun 0 0 0 0 0








0 0  
I1yy






ux  xuyy 0 0 0 0
26666666666664
37777777777775




U33 0 0 x=I1zz
0 x=I1yy 0
1=I1xx 0 0





For the second equilibrium with an inertially fixed towing direction,
the plant matrix simplifies as we set nsun to zero, whereas the input
matrix is the same. We notice that the system of these perturbation
dynamics is fully controllable everywhere in the parameter space,
regardless of which representation we use for the pendulum GT,
which can be verified by the fact that the first nine columns of the
controllability test matrix B AB 	 	 	 A8B are
033 033 U33
0 0 0 0 2nsun 0
U33 0 0 x=I1zz 2nsun 0 0
0 x=I1yy 0 0 0 0
1=I1xx 0 0





which has full rank, as long as I1xx is not allowed to approach zero.
The rank does not change with setting nsun to zero, and so full
controllability is maintained for the second equilibrium too.
Consider that second equilibrium, and notice that without any
additional control moment other than the nominal one, the angular
velocity perturbation dynamics are simply driven by the position
perturbation (i.e., !01  Sr), with S being a sparse matrix that
becomes skew-symmetric if the pendulumGT is axisymmetric about
the local vertical. Therefore, for the second equilibrium, it will be
sufficient to determinewhatever additional control force is needed so
as to ensure the stability of the otherwise decoupled position and
velocity perturbation dynamics, and the angular velocity
perturbation dynamics will also be rendered stable. Looking at just
the former dynamics, we can readily see from writing the matrix
























































We adopt a simple feedback control approach, patterned after that
used in [8] to stabilize naturally unstable periodic orbits. The key idea
behind this approach is the use of a feedback law specified by the
instantaneous eigenvalue and eigenvector structure of the system to
produce stability in the sense of Lyapunov (not asymptotic) by
removing (through pole placement) both the hyperbolic unstable and
stable modes in matched pairs and leaving the other modes that are
pure oscillatory untouched. Specifically, for every 
i pair that is
one positive real number and one negative real number, we use









gi > 1; i 2 fx; y; zg
(17)
which is the square of the unstable mode’s characteristic exponent,
times a tunable scalar gain gi, times the sum of outer products of the
upper (position perturbation) half of the two eigenvectors matching
with the eigenvalues of the stable and unstablemodes, postmultiplied
by the position perturbation itself. The total additional control force
fc is the sum of the fci across all i.
For the first equilibrium, the eigenstructure of the plant matrix is
not as convenient to determine. But the dynamics decouple between
two sets evolving on two subspaces that we can separate from each
other, one with five states (X and Y components of position and
velocity, plus the Z component of angular velocity) and the other
with four states (Z component of position and velocity, plus theX and
Y components of angular velocity).
For the five-state subspace and the dynamics on it, one eigenvalue




































With nsun  0, elimination of terms in the preceding recovers the top
two of Eqs. (15). Otherwise, for the right-hand side of the preceding
to be either a positive real number (leading to the corresponding
modes being hyperbolic stable and unstable) or negative real number
(leading to the corresponding mode being an undamped oscillation),
the preceding quantity in braces needs to be positive. Written out in
detail, this condition is



















We note that if nsun becomes small and if uxx > 0, uyy < 0, and
x=I1zzux  xuyy> 0, then this condition is satisfied, ultimately
leading to one hyperbolic stable and unstable mode and one pure
oscillatory mode. In all physical setups of interest for asteroid
deflection, nsun is extremely small, even after the normalization, so
that this outcome remains. Thus, the nature of the eigenvalues 
x
and 
y do not change between the two equilibria.
For the four-state subspace and the dynamics on it, the













































We note again that in the case inwhich nsun  0, elimination of terms
in the preceding recovers the bottom part of Eq. (15), plus 2!  0.
Also, if we have a design for the GT that is axisymmetric about the î
axis of the GT-fixed frame, aligned with the local vertical for either
equilibrium, then I1yy  I1zz . This will be assumed later for both the
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two-point-mass (or dumbbell) and ellipsoid GT representations we
use herein for the pendulumGT configuration.With this assumption,
the elimination of terms from Eq. (20) again exactly recovers the
bottom part of Eq. (15) plus 2!  0. Just for completeness, if both
nsun ≠ 0 and I1yy ≠ I1zz (in reality, perfect symmetry about the î axis
cannot be achieved), we may wish to see if the nature of the
eigenvalues changes between the equilibria. To have the squares of
the characteristic exponents be real numbers, we would need for the
quantity in braces in Eq. (20) to be positive. This condition can be
expanded as
























ux  xuzz  4n2sun
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ux  xuzz> 0
simplifying to













ux  xuzz> 0
(21)
Nowwe see that if nsun is small enough tomake the term it appears in
within the preceding left square brackets very much smaller than the
rest of what is within those brackets, this is satisfied. And if the
quantity x=I1yyux  xuzz> 0 and either I1yy > I1zz or
I1zz > I1yy  I1xx > I1yy , then regardless of the rate nsun, it is
guaranteed satisfied. These are statements of sufficiency and not
necessity, because the inequality (21) may be satisfied in other ways
too. Suppose it is, and let nsun be small but increasing in magnitude
from zero. We expect that with the second desired relative
equilibrium, the dynamics of the Z component of position and
velocity perturbation were pure oscillatory. That will not change as
nsun first departs from zero, so let the square of the characteristic
exponent z remain negative. If, as nsun departs from zero, the square
of the characteristic exponent ! departs from zero in the same
negative direction, thenwewill simply have an additional oscillatory
mode. But if it instead departs in the positive direction, we will now
have a very slow hyperbolic stable and unstable behavior. This is
unlikely to need to be specially addressed, because of how incredibly
slow the unstable mode is likely to be, especially as the spacecraft is
made closer and closer to axisymmetric, on top of having a slow
equilibrium rotation rate.
In general, it is satisfactory to use the same force-feedback control
method for thefirst equilibrium as used for the second equilibrium, as
shown in Eq. (17), without modification. Of course within Eq. (17),
the uppermost (position perturbation) portion of the nine-element
eigenvectors matching with the stable and unstable eigenvalues of
hyperbolic modes are different in this case. The characteristic
exponent for the hyperbolic modes is also different in this case and
are given by Eq. (18) or Eq. (20).
Use of this control force feedback of Eq. (17) on top of the nominal
control force gives stability (in the sense of Lyapunov) for all states.
However, it may be desired to apply an additional control moment
too, to produce behavior in the otherwise indirectly driven angular
velocity perturbation that is not just oscillation with unacceptably
long time constants. For the first equilibrium, a feedback of the form
mc 
g!1I1xx nsunI1zz  I1yy 0






0 0 ux  xuzz
0 ux  xuyy 0
264
375r (22)
with gains g!1, g!2, g!3 > 0 is sufficient for asymptotic stability of
the angular velocity perturbation. Here, the rightmost r term stops
the angular velocity dynamics from being one-way-driven by the
position perturbation, so that we have clean exponential decay. We
might also want to nullify the coupling from this applied control
moment into the upper position and velocity system so as not to undo
the previous position and velocity oscillation behavior. That
necessitates adding another component to the force feedback of
fc! 
0
g!3x!1z  xI1zz ux  xuyyry
nsunx
I1yy




If we wish to allow the coupling from position and velocity into
angular velocity, we need only omit the r terms from Eqs. (22) and
(23), and ifwewish to allow the coupling in the other direction,we do
not include Eq. (23) at all. We find that to introduce damping into the
position and velocity oscillations, we will wish to allow all of the
coupling to remain in the system, and more than that, we will wish to
add a rate-feedback term involving the local vertical component of
velocity; that is,
fcxdot  gxr0x 0 0T; gx > 0 (24)
Finally, for the second equilibrium, we just use the same
equations (22–24) after replacing nsun with zero.
If we now adopt a two-point-mass representation of the pendulum
GT for the purpose of finding the mutual potential and its first and
second partial derivatives, then we follow the formulation sketched
in Appendix A and substitute Eqs. (A2) for the five scalars x, ux, uxx,
uyy, and uzz in all of the preceding. This makes the eigenvalues
and control components depend upon the parameter set
; l; rd; ; I1xx ; I1yy ; I1zz for both equilibria. It will be easier to
make statements about the eigenvalues and spectral stability of the
perturbation dynamics if we can reduce this large number of free
parameters. We can approximate  1, noting that almost all mass
in the two-body system is concentrated in the target NEO (for a 100-
m mean equivalent radius and typical densities, the NEO mass is on
the order of 10,000,000 t, compared with just tens of metric tons for
the GT). We can also choose the most convenient normalization so
that the parameter l is always unity. Then the radius of the NEO is a
new free parameter, but because both the true dynamics and the
perturbation dynamics are invariant with changes in this radius (due
to the assumption of a spherical model for the NEO), we can ignore
this. With this normalization, we can also substitute the simplified
inertia element expressions of Eqs. (A3) into all of the preceding.
Only 0<  0:5 and RNEO  < rd  2:5RNEO remain to
explore. Herein, the 0.5 and 2.5 are arbitrarily selected ( could be
up to one, but this is of little practical interest).
We can conclude from the signs of the right-hand sides of the
resulting expressions for the squares of the characteristic exponents
that the system is unstable everywhere, with two distinct pure
oscillatory modes and one hyperbolic stable and unstable mode (we
are supposing that we have perfect axisymmetry so that there is no
departure, by the earlier discussion, of 2! from zero). For the second
equilibrium, the squared characteristic exponent expressions
simplify further, and it is apparent that the spectral stability is
identical and, in fact, the two undamped oscillatory modes become
identical. The only noticeable difference in moving from the second
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back to the first equilibrium is that although the eigenvalues
z are
not moved, the eigenvalues
x and
y are shifted slightly without
changing their type. This is confirmed using MATLAB to do a
gridding of the 2D parameter space within the boundaries 0< 
0:5 and RNEO   < rd  2:5RNEO to find the eigenvalues at each
grid point.
Use of the expressions for the controller resulting from
substitution into the nominal control force and the added components
of Eqs. (17), (22), and (24) (with no cancellation of coupling)
produces the desired closed-loop perturbation-dynamics behavior.
For the first equilibrium, Fig. 3 shows the response to initial
conditions randomly chosen from within the interval of 0:1; 0:1
for position perturbation, 0:01; 0:01 for velocity perturbation, and
0:01; 0:01 for angular velocity perturbation. Recall that by
normalization, the real units have been eliminated and replaced with
normalized distance units (DUs) and time units (TUs) and that the
normalization length is chosen here as 50 m. For the shown results,
we chose to fix the mean motion of the NEO’s heliocentric orbit nsun
to that of the Earth (we assumed the 100-m-radius NEO to be on a
circular orbit that is well suited to produce an Earth impact, due to
similarity to Earth’s orbit). The particular point in the parameter
space for the shown results is  0:25 and rd  3:44. The two
responses shown are those produced by the linear perturbation-
dynamics equations with the full fc and mc applied and by the
original nonlinear equations (5) and (6), with the control force and
moment sums fceq  fc and mceq  mc inserted for fc and mc on
the right-hand side. For the latter results, the equilibrium point in the
phase space is subtracted from the raw output, to allow for plotting
the two trajectories side by side in the same coordinates of deviation
from the equilibrium. We note the presence of an apparent attitude
error relative to what the attitude should be to remain consistent with
the slow rotation of the towing direction by nsun. In connection to this
error, we note that the attitude of the GT with respect to the inertial
reference frame is not represented in any of the equations propagated.
The attitude behavior will be addressed later.
We can adopt the ellipsoid representation of the pendulum GT
instead, as another way of developing the perturbation dynamics in
terms of a small number of free parameters, over which stability and
behavior can be explored. We follow the formulation sketched for
this representation within Appendix A and substitute Eqs. (A10) for
the five scalars x, ux, uxx, uyy, and uzz and substitute Eqs. (A12) for
the inertia elements. Then, again letting  1, we have the
eigenvalues of the perturbation dynamics and components of control
as a function of the four parameters a, b, c, and rd, each a normalized
distance. If we assume that our GT is axisymmetric (as was the case
with the earlier bottom-and-head two-point-mass model), then we
have just a, b c, rd. Assuming the most convenient option of
normalizing by the largest semi-axis of the ellipsoidal GT so that a is
always unity, we have just 0< b  0:5 and RNEO  1< rd 
2:5RNEO to explore.
We observe from the squared characteristic exponent expressions
for both equilibria that with nsun increasing from zero in magnitude
relative to the second equilibrium, the values of2x and
2
y change, but
their corresponding mode types do not; that is, their corresponding
mode types are still hyperbolic and pure oscillatory, respectively.
This is due to satisfaction, as confirmed by MATLAB gridding
throughout the 2D parameter space within the preceding given
ranges, of the conditions that b should not be very much smaller in
magnitude than a and that a should be small enough. The basic
nature of the perturbation-dynamics behavior is not only the same
between both equilibria, but also consistent between this ellipsoidal
GT representation and the earlier point-mass GT representation.
Use of the nominal control force, the controller of Eq. (17), and the
damping control moment and control force feedbacks all together
again produces the desired perturbation-dynamics behavior. Both the
linearized perturbation dynamics and full nonlinear dynamics
responses, in both position and attitude, under this control look
qualitatively the same as before for the point-mass GT (in Fig. 3).
This is seen for responses to initial conditions randomly drawn from
the same intervals used before and given the same value of nsun and
other parameters as before. We do note that the nondimensionaliza-
tion length is, in this case, the largest ellipsoid semi-axis, rather than
the boom length, and so is reduced by half relative to the point-mass
GT case, which changes the number of nondimensional TUs needed
to cover the same actual time duration as before. Qualitatively, the
apparent attitude errors are still present in this case.
B. Bar Configuration
With this configuration, the GT has three parts: the main body
containing the power plant, etc., and two thruster nodes, each at the
end of a long, lightweight boom, ideally oriented roughly
perpendicular to the local vertical. We choose to align the unit
vectors î; ĵ; k̂ for the GT-fixed frame so that ĵ points from the GT
centroid along the left boom through theY node and so that at either
equilibrium, î and k̂ are parallel and perpendicular, respectively, to
the towing-direction vector. Then, in the basis of these unit vectors, at
either equilibrium, r and @u=@r again have only components x andux
in the îdirection, andwith the same planar symmetry assumptions for
the GT, the matrix @2u=@r2 again has only diagonal elements uxx,
uyy, and uzz.
Thismeans that for both equilibria, all of the top-level formulas for
the A and B plant and input matrices, system eigenstructure, etc.,
presented before for the pendulum configuration still hold. However,
Fig. 3 Comparison of linear and nonlinear normalized system responses for point-mass pendulumGT representation to a randomized initial deviation
from the downtrack alignment relative equilibrium.
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the inertia elements and values of the five scalars x, ux, uxx, uyy, and
uzz that we put into all of these equations are different. Because of
this, although the conditions listed just after Eq. (19) are still satisfied,
still making (19) true so that we get both2x and
2
y to be real numbers,
they may no longer have opposing signs and hence may no longer
represent modes of different types. Also, although having nsun  0
still recovers the rightmost part of Eq. (15) plus2!  0 fromEq. (20),
we now certainly do not have axisymmetry about the î axis to give us
the same and may have axisymmetry about the ĵ axis instead, with
different effects.
If we adopt a three-point-mass model for the bar configuration of
the GT, then we follow the formulation outlined in Appendix B and
substitute Eqs. (B2) for x, ux, uxx, uyy, and uzz in all of the top-level
formulas, also using Eqs. (B3) for the inertia elements. Now all of the
dynamics can be expressed as functions of the two parameters and
rd, which we can explore over the chosen ranges of 0<  0:5 and
RNEO < rd  2:5RNEO. Note that the lower bound on the latter is
closer to the asteroid surface than for the pendulum configuration,
possibly allowing for a significantly greater effective towing force on
the NEO with this bar configuration.
Examination of the squared characteristic exponent expressions
reveals that even though the axisymmetry has changed relative to the
pendulum, one still has for the bar that there is no difference between
the two equilibria in the modes from the four-state subspace. These
are an undamped oscillatory mode and the mode with 2!  0. As for
the five-state subspace, for all parameter values, the signs work out
such that we now find this subspace has two unique hyperbolic stable
and unstable modes, each having characteristic exponents shifted
slightly between the two equilibria; gridding of the parameter space
confirms this. This is a fundamental change from the pendulum
before, with the new second unstable mode acting in a direction
(according to the corresponding eigenvectors) perpendicular to the
towing direction. This must necessarily be a direction with some
projection onto the equatorial plane of the NEO, and for later rotating
NEO models with equatorial ellipticity, this becomes significant
from an excitation standpoint.
For the current NEOmodel and point-mass bar GT,we first nullify
the hyperbolic modes by implementing the control force of Eq. (17)
again. Two new problems are then presented by adding on top of this
the rate-dependent moment and force feedbacks with no cancellation
of coupling, after the fashion of Eqs. (22) and (24) for the pendulum
GT. First, with the current bar configuration’s effective axisymmetry
about the ĵ axis, we now have that the (8, 3) and (8, 7) elements of the
linear perturbation-dynamics plant matrix A are effectively zero.
Whereas before, theg!2 piece of the overall control brought damping
through coupling via these elements to the pure oscillatory Z
position-velocity mode, now that they are zero, no such damping is
introduced. We may choose to introduce it with another direct
feedback of the Z component of velocity, just like that of the X
component of velocity in Eq. (24). Second, the (9, 2) element of the
matrix A switches from negative for the pendulum to positive for the
bar. This changes the sign of the damping brought through coupling
by the g!3 piece of the control to the Y position-velocity mode. So
now, even after the law of Eq. (17) forces that mode from hyperbolic
to pure oscillatory, its amplitude grows unbounded without bringing
back cancellation of this coupling of the g!3 control into the upper
part of the system and, in fact, drives the coupling back the otherway.



























with gain k > 0. This achieves the desired perturbation-dynamics
responses. Those responses to the same initial conditions and
parameters used in the previous simulations are shown in Fig. 4. The
mean motion of the Earth is again used for nsun, and the point in the
parameter space is the same as that for the earlier simulation of the
two-point-mass pendulum GT configuration and model (i.e., 
0:25 and rd  3:44). Both linear perturbation system output and full
nonlinear system output, with the equilibrium point subtracted, are
shown together, and good agreement between the two is again
observed. Apparent steady-state attitude error is also observed.
Now switching to an ellipsoid model for the bar configuration of
the GT, Appendix B also gives the expressions for the set of numbers
x, ux, uxx, uyy, and uzz [Eq. (B4)] and for the inertia elements
[Eq. (B5)] for this model and its alignment. Making our substitutions
with these and again letting  1, we now have the perturbation
dynamics as a function of only the two normalized length parameters
b, and rd, with the ranges 0< b  0:5 and RNEO  b < rd 
2:5RNEO to explore (note the new lower bound for collision
avoidance).
With nonzero nsun growing away from zero, the values of the
characteristic exponents for the first two modes (in the five-state
subspace) only change slightly (and remain of the same type),
whereas those for the other twomodes (in the four-state subspace) do
not change at all. Noting that everywhere in the parameter space
outlined previously,  b is larger in magnitude than a and both are
Fig. 4 Comparison of linear and nonlinear normalized system responses for point-mass bar GT representation to a randomized initial deviation from
the downtrack alignment relative equilibrium.
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positive, the system is unstable everywhere, with all three nonzero
modes distinct from one another: the first two are hyperbolic stable
and unstable and the third is undamped oscillatory. The qualitative
nature of this modal behavior is therefore unchanged between
equilibria and unchanged from the three-point-mass GT represen-
tation, even though the parameterization is different. Now the
damping control moment and control force that we seek to use
changes only slightly to
mc 
g!1151 b


















Use of this plus the nominal control force and first control force
feedback for mode cancellation [Eq. (17)], all adapted to the
eigenvalue expressions of this case, gives the wanted time responses
in the states represented within the equations. This was verified for
the same mean motion of the Earth and the same initial conditions
used in the prior simulations and for the same point in the parameter
space used in the earlier simulation of the ellipsoid pendulum GT
configuration and model. Concurrent plotting of the linearized
perturbation dynamics and full nonlinear dynamics responses shows
good agreement between the two and behavior qualitatively similar
to that seen in Fig. 4 for the point-mass bar GT. Similar attitude error
is present when the other states actually in the equations are all
properly controlled.
III. Homogenous Triaxial Ellipsoid or Oblate Spheroid
Representation of NEO
Both more complex and far more realistic than representing the
NEO as a perfect sphere, for which the rotation state is irrelevant to
the dynamics, is representing the NEO as a homogenous-in-density
flattened sphere (oblate spheroid) or triaxial ellipsoid. The former is
just a special case of the latter, and so we jump directly to dealing
with the triaxial ellipsoid hereafter. With the absence of any GT
interaction or external forces/torques, the ellipsoid NEO is assumed
to be in the energetically stable rotation state that the vast majority of
asteroids in nature have reached over time, due to internal energy-
dissipation mechanisms. This is uniform spin with a constant spin
rate about the largest moment of inertia principal axis, or the shortest
semi-axis, hereafter “spin axis.”
Let the attitude rotation matrix Pmap from the GT-fixed frame to
an inertial reference frame and the attitude rotation matrix T map
from the NEO-fixed frame to the GT-fixed frame. The rotations
represented by these rotation matrices can be fully parameterized by
just the angles , ,  , and , shown in Fig. 5, which illustrates the
basic setup. These angles and, returning to using units, the relative
position vector R are configuration variables, but we also have
momenta variables. These are (all expressed in the GT-fixed frame)
relative linear momentum P and angular momenta 1  I11 and
2  TI22. The full Hamiltonian for this system may be written in













T2  fUR;Tg (27)
We can obtain equations of motion for this full two-rigid-body
problem, expressed in the GT-fixed frame, that are already reduced
using relative coordinates. These equations match with those
presented in [9,10] (accounting for the fact that U in this paper is








_ 1  ~11 M1; _2  ~21 M2 (29)
_T  T ~2  ~1T; _P P ~1 (30)
Note that the force F1 and moment M1 acting on the GT due to
mutual gravity, and similar moment M2 acting on the NEO due to
mutual gravity, are now determined from a mutual potential that is





















T , and T are the columns of the rotationmatrixT. Note
that Eqs. (28) can be combined into second-order form as








and this plus the left half of Eqs. (29) may be recognized as the
equations we started from for the spherical NEO development, with
no nonconservative (control) forces present yet. Now normalizing to















T2  fur; Tg
(33)
Likewise, obtain normalized full two-rigid-body-problem reduced
equations of
r 0   ~!1r p; p0   ~!1p f1 (34)
 01  ~!11  m1; 02  ~!12  1  m2 (35)
T 0  T ~!2  ~!1T; P0  P ~!1 (36)




















Again approximate  1, and with this,m2 is “shut off” so that the
rotational behavior of the NEO is just free rigid-body rotational
dynamics (free precession) and is unaltered from the assumed
constant spin about a fixed spin axis, regardless of what the GT does.
We can ignore the right one of Eqs. (35) and set our inertial reference
frame to be such that itsZ axis is parallel to the spin axis for either
configuration (see Fig. 5). The P matrix can then be expressed as
Fig. 5 Illustration of physical configuration of systems with non-
spherical NEO representations, including coordinates and relative
attitude angles.
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P
cc  cs   ssc  ss   csc 
cs  cc   sss  sc   css 
s sc cc
24 35 (38)
where c and s are short for cosine and sine, respectively. With the
oblate spheroid NEOmodel, the rotation phase of the NEO about the
spin axis does not change the gravity potential at all, sowe can ignore
the spin about that axis entirely and set both the  and 0 indicated in
Fig. 5 equal to zero. Then we have that T  PT , and because
!2  0 0 0T , both Eqs. (36) are identically the same and simplify
down to the scalar equations
0  !1x  tans!1y  tanc!1z
0  c!1y  s!1z
 0  s=c!1y  c=c!1z
(39)
The second subscript denotes the component of the vector to which it
is applied. With the more general ellipsoid NEO model, we have
instead that the relative attitude matrix T is the transpose of the right-
hand side of Eq. (38), with all instances of replaced by  , and
we also add back in the equation 0  constant ≠ 0. This plus
Eqs. (39) and also
r 00  ~!01r 2 ~!1r0  ~!1 ~!1rf1  fc (40)
I1!
0
1  ~!1I1!1  m1 mc (41)
form the final reduced set of equations of motion for the dynamics,
with still undetermined control forces and moments added. We now
proceed to examine both the pendulum and bar configurations, but
for each of these, we use only the corresponding point-mass
representation of the GT, so that our expressions for the mutual
gravity potential and for its gradients with respect to relative position
and attitude exist in closed (nonseries) forms. In each case, the
natural normalized mutual force potential is the weighted sum of
components ui due to the whole ellipsoid NEO paired with the ith
point mass within the GT. Each such component is found using
Eq. (A4) in Appendix A and its accompanying definitions of p
and of the lower integration bound . However, now the a  b  c
in these expressions are normalized semi-axes belonging to theNEO,
and a is assumed aligned with theX axis of the NEO-fixed frame,
and the position vector components xi, yi, and zi used throughout
these expressions are the components of the position vector ri from
theNEO’s center ofmass to the ith pointmass of theGT, coordinated
in the spinning NEO-fixed frame.
A. Pendulum Configuration
For the pendulum GT, in the previous statements, i 2 fb; hg, and
the normalized mutual force potential is
u 1  ub  uh (42)
Further, we can express the position vectors from the NEO centroid
to each node of the pendulum GT in the NEO-fixed frame as
xb yb zbT  rb  TTr  î (43)
xh yh zhT  rh  TT r 1  î (44)
Then the gradient of interest with respect to relative position is
@u
@r



































375TTr  1  î (45)




1  r îab	TT r î




1  r îbb
TT r î
 r  1  îbh
TT r  1  î (47)
@u
@T
1  r îcbTT r î
 r  1  îchTT r  1  î (48)
Now we seek to design some additional potential components to
be added into the potential energy part of the Hamiltonian, thus
producing conservative control forces and torques, formed through
gradients in the same preceding fashion, within the equations of
motion. Informed by earlier study of the spherical NEO cases, we
will likely also want to add nonconservative control forces and
torques for energy dissipation. Ideally, we would like to use the
modified Hamiltonian itself as a candidate Lyapunov function to
verify closed-loop stability of the desired equilibrium. Recall that the
normalized Hamiltonian written without the portion for the NEO’s







1 1  ur; T (49)
There are several different ways of expressing the whole state vector
x for the reduced system represented by Eqs. (39–41) and hence of
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formally writing the desired equilibrium state vector xeq for the
(always assumed hereafter) downtrack alignment equilibrium. We
will favor writing it as
x eq 
h




 0T 0T 0T 0 0 0T (50)
Here, the deviations away from the equilibrium are r r rd î,
!1 !1  nsunk̂,   d,    d,      d and,
equivalently, in the inertial frame attached to the NEO’s assumed
invariant spin axis,
xb  Pr  î  rd  Pd î
xh  Pr 1  î  rd  1  Pd î
(51)
where Pd is given by Eq. (38) with the desired angles d, etc., used
instead. We seek to make local minima in the total energy by placing
“wells” in the potential energy, in which we want each piece of the
dumbbell GT to remain. This is equivalent to increasing the potential
energy everywhere by some piecewise smooth function of the
appropriate deviations away from equilibrium, having zero value and
zero slope at the origin. Note that if we use the deviations of xb and
xh, which are position- and attitude-dependent only, we ensure that
the revised potential energy is not dependent on velocity variables (as










: 0< kxik  xDZ  3"k1
1
5












with i 2 fb; hg, which is illustrated in Fig. 6. The shape of the well is
controlled by the three free parameters xDZ, ", and k1, with the latter
two together defining the depth k2. To create a clean datum below
which this function depresses the potential energy, we might also
temporarily (we will undo this in a moment) completely cancel the
natural mutual gravity potential by subtracting a copy of it,
denoted by an overbar. Then we have the newmodifiedmutual force
potential as




















From here on we omit writing the conditions for the selection of
which piece of the piecewise function to use, which should be
understood to still be in effect. Rather than replace the previously
present natural mutual force potential of Eq. (42) with the modified
mutual force potential of Eq. (53) and processing gradients as before,
it is simpler to find the gradients of the new parts of Eq. (53) with
respect to the position deviations in the inertial frame, transform the
resulting forces back into the GT-fixed frame, and apply them
directly to the applicable end of theGT.We canwrite the closed-loop
set of reduced equations of motion in easily computable first-order
form:
r0  r0 (54)
r00  I11 f!1  nsunk̂  I1!1  nsunk̂  m1 mcg
 r  rd î  2!1  nsunk̂  r0  !1  nsunk̂
 !1  nsunk̂  r  rd î  f1  fc (55)
!01  I11 f!1  nsunk̂  I1!1  nsunk̂  m1 mcg
(56)
0  !1x  tan ds d!1y
 c d!1z  nsun  sdcdnsun=cd (57)
0  c d!1y  s d!1z  nsun  sdnsun
(58)
 0  s d=c d!1y
 c d=c d!1z  nsun  cdnsun=cd
(59)
For the natural forces and moments in this, one substitutes Eqs. (45–
48) into Eqs. (37) and then makes the replacements r 7!r  rd î,
7! d,  7! d, and  7!   d in the result.
Incorporating nonconservative rate feedbacks chosen with knowl-
edge ofwhat was needed earlier for the spherical NEO and pendulum


































Fig. 6 Cross section of the artificial potential well function.













































g!1I1xx !1x  nsunI1zz  I1yy!1y




wherein we again substitute Eqs. (45–48) into the indicated gradients
of the cancellation artificial potential u, substitute Eqs. (51) into the
indicated gradients of the artificial wells, and perform the same
replacements on the results. In all of the preceding, we simply
eliminate all u terms to undo the cancellation of the natural potential.
Note that such cancellation is not feasible in practice anyway,
because it would require highly accurate modeling of the mass
distribution of the NEO, including internal density variations, and
taxing online processing of the detailed potential-field calculations.
We may also simply set nsun  0 throughout to recover the inertially
fixed second equilibrium and set  0 throughout to handle just the
oblate spheroid NEO, rather than the more general triaxial ellipsoid
NEO case.
For brevity, we do not intend towrite out a proof of stability for the
full closed-loop system of Eqs. (54–59) under the action of the
control of Eqs. (60) and (61). Rather, we include here only a sketch of
a proof, which is for stability in the sense of Lyapunov (not
asymptotic) and that only locally about the equilibrium xeq  0121.
For this, we make the further assumptions of nsun  0 (thereby
limiting ourselves to the case of the second desired relative
equilibrium between the NEO andGT) and of perfect cancellation of
the u with u within the control. Although the latter is not achievable
in reality, asmentioned previously, the depth of the artificial potential
wells and the slope of their function of the magnitude of node
displacement from the desired node position can be made large
enough through selection of the " and k1 parameters that the natural
potential field of u can be considered a small perturbation to the
system, which does not fundamentally alter the result. A similar
argument applies for the typically quite small value of nsun
introduced when moving back to the first desired relative
equilibrium. The domain









of interest, which contains the equilibrium point, is defined by
D fx: kxbk  xDZ  3"k1
1
5; kxhk  xDZ  3"k1
1
5g
which is restrictive only of the position and attitude deviations
through Eqs. (51). Then the continuously differentiable Lyapunov
function V: D! R, based on modification of the prior normalized
Hamiltonian of Eq. (49) consistent with introduction of the potential
wells and written in the deviation states, is
V  1
2

















This satisfies V > 0 everywhere in D other than in the compact
invariant set formed by points concurrently satisfying r0  0,
!1  0, kxbk  xDZ, and kxhk  xDZ, wherein V  0. This set
includes the equilibrium pointxeq. Next taking the gradients of thisV
with respect to the states and taking the dot product of that with
Eqs. (54–59) using the control gives, after considerable
simplification involving cancellation of terms and the use of
double-angle formulas for combining the products of gradients of V
with respect to the attitude angles and the rates in those angles, that
_V  0 inD. Therefore, the equilibrium in the dead zone is rendered
locally Lyapunov stable using this control.
The responses shown in Figs. 7 and 8 are to the same initial
perturbations for position, linear velocity, and angular velocity used
in the prior pendulum point-mass GT simulations. In addition, there
are initial perturbations randomly drawn from the interval
0:05; 0:05 radians in each attitude angle, away from the
corresponding initial desired angle. The initial values for the desired
attitude angles are d  =5, d  =4, and  d  =3, all in
radians. Note that these desired angles are themselves time-varying
Fig. 7 Nonlinear normalized system state responses for two-point-mass pendulum GT representation with triaxial ellipsoid NEO.
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in a way matching with any nonzero nsun value, according to
0d  sdcdnsun=cd; 0d sdnsun
 0d cdnsun=cd
(63)
These are really additional equations of motion propagated for the
results set shown. The same heliocentric meanmotion of Earth value
for nsun and the same point in the parameter space for the two-point-
mass dumbbell GT used previously are used again here.
In Fig. 8, responses are shown both for an oblate spheroid
representation of the NEO with semi-axes of a b 112 m and
c 80 m and for a triaxial ellipsoid NEO representation with semi-
axes of a 125, b 100, and c 80, all in meters. These
dimensions keep the total NEO volume and (with the same assumed
density)mass comparable to theNEOvolume andmass in all 100-m-
radius spherical NEOmodel cases with results shown previously. In
addition, the ellipsoid NEO spins with the rate 0, matching a 2-h
rotation period. This is rapid, but not rapid enough to approach the
limiting rotation rate for fission of the body [11]. The similar
response curves shown reveal that for these cases, all without
cancellation of natural potential, the effects of the equatorial
ellipticity of the target body persistently exciting the closed-loop
dynamics are easily absorbed by the control scheme. In Fig. 7, results
are shown only for the more interesting and general ellipsoid NEO,
and results are shown side by side, with and without cancelling the
natural potential, revealing minimal degradation in performance in
moving to the feasible control scheme.
Note that different gains are used here, compared with the
previously shown results sets. Any system design constraints are not
taken into account yet for gain selection. Here, the values for the
gains and the well parameters are chosen merely for illustrative
purposes, to reveal qualitative behavior and to give convergence to
the desired equilibrium over a span long enough for any effects of the
ellipsoid NEO gravity field’s rotation to be observed. This translates
to near elimination of initial 10.1- and 12.4-m displacements of the
body and head, respectively, from their desired places in inertial
space, plusmitigation of the other errors, within the span of about 4 h.
Note from the concurrent plots (for the ellipsoid NEO case) of both
inertial-frame position errors and the actual GT-fixed frame states
used that although a zero state vector must produce zero inertial-
frame position errors, the converse does not hold. That is, near-zero
inertial-frame position errors can result from a nonzero state vector,
with nonzero attitude-angle deviation about the GT axis of
symmetry, in particular. It is the inertial-frame behavior that is really
of interest though and that is effectively eliminated here as the system
seeks, through the dissipative feedback mechanisms, the lowest
energy configuration consistent with our artificially modified
potential.
B. Bar Configuration
For the bar configuration of the GT, in the discussion just before
the start of Sec. III.A, we let i 2 fb;n;ng, to have three potential
contributions from the three point masses representing the GT. The
normalized mutual potential is then given by







and in the calculation of each potential contribution ui, we use the
position vector in the NEO-fixed frame of the matching point mass
within the GT, written as
xb yb zbT  rb TTr (65)
xn yn znT  rn  TTr 12ĵ (66)
 xn yn zn T  rn  TTr  12ĵ (67)
This again leads to, using the chain rule and combination of tensors,











































Fig. 8 Nonlinear normalized system response in position error of the GT nodes from their desired position in the inertial frame fixed to the NEO spin
axis; with no cancellation of natural potential for the downtrack alignment relative equilibrium and for two-point-mass pendulum GT with both oblate
spheroid NEO and triaxial ellipsoid NEO.
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We can follow a similar approach as for the pendulum configuration
to introduce two artificial potential wells, this time centered at the
locations for the two outboard thruster nodes. We define the position
deviations of those nodes from their desired positions, expressed in
the inertial frame attached to the NEO’s assumed invariant spin axis,
as
xn  Pr 12ĵ  Pdrd î 12ĵ
xn  Pr  12ĵ  Pdrd î  12ĵ
(72)
Then we use these two deviations as arguments for the same basic
function of Eq. (52) and obtain the new modified mutual force
potential of

















One can use the same equations of motion (54–59), this time
substituting Eqs. (68–71) in turn through Eqs. (37) and performing




















































































g!1I1xx !1x  nsunI1zz  I1yy!1y




this time with Eqs. (68–72) substituted and the replacements made.
The sketch of the proof of local Lyapunov stability of the
equilibrium point, again temporarily assuming nsun and perfect
cancellation of the natural potential with the control, is exactly the
same for this case of the bar GT as for the case of the pendulum GT,
except thatwe use the preceding new control force andmoment in the
equations of motion, and in the domain and Lyapunov function
definitions, we have all instances of xb replaced by xn and all
instances of xh replaced by xn.
Analogous to the previously shown results, Figs. 9 and 10 show
the response to the same initial conditions and parameter space
values used in the simulations of the last subsection, but for the
current three-point-mass bar GT configuration paired with both the
Fig. 9 Nonlinear normalized system state responses for three-point-mass bar GT representation with triaxial ellipsoid NEO.
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oblate NEO and the ellipsoid NEO (in Fig. 10) or just the latter (in
Fig. 9). The ellipsoid NEO again is rotatingwith a period of 2 h about
its smallest semi-axis. The gains are altered again for this
configuration, with respect to previously shown cases. The
excitations from the time-varying mutual gravity in this case are
again adequately absorbed with our control. The inertial
displacement of each mass in the GT body from its desired
precessing (for downtrack alignment) equilibrium position is again
effectively eliminated for this novel GT configuration.
Our development of each control approach presented up to this
point generally assumes that we have full observability for the states
of the final equations of motion in each case. The possible sources of
error in measuring these states are larger for some states than for the
rest, the most uncertain ones being the components of r, deviations
from the desired relative position vector from the GT centroid to the
NEO centroid. The exact position of the latter will be highly
uncertain until constrained by a significant amount of optical
navigation data, such as surface images processed with stereo-
photoclinometry, lidar mapping, and so on. Measurement of the
velocity and angular velocity deviations r0; r0; !1 should be
comparatively easier, employing gyros and lidar information
together with usual range and Doppler methods as allowed by line-
of-sight access to Earth (though that is potentially quite limited once
in close proximity to the target NEO). Measurement of the attitude
deviations (, etc.) from the desired attitude angles (d, etc.) using
star cameras is likely to have the lowest uncertainty. Given the high-
level and approximate nature of the GT designs presented in this
paper, a detailed analysis of navigation sensor systems and
sensitivity to their error levels is beyond the scope of this article.
IV. Detailed Numerical Simulations Using Developed
Control Laws
Next, we examine four test scenarios for deflection of 99942
Apophis and 144898 2004 VD17 using pendulum and bar GT
designs. These two NEOs were selected because they are in the
current set of known asteroids with nonzero probability of Earth
impact, evenwith significant amounts of tracking data available [12].
They have also been previously examined for deflection using GTs
[2]. Table 1 shows the heliocentric orbit elements for these two
NEOs. Of the physical properties of these bodies also included in
Table 1, most are still undetermined. So we make best guesses or
guesses that place the greatest demands on our control architecture
and assign parameter values accordingly. The specific parameter
values thus chosen are unrepresentative of our current lack of
knowledge concerning these bodies, but are still useful for a point
study. All semi-axis distances listed are used exactly in the analytical
ellipsoid NEO models, but only approximated by the polyhedral
mesh NEO models. Those are shown in Fig. 11 and include
artificially produced shape asymmetries and irregularities, to
demonstrate robustness to greater perturbations.
We also select the geometry and various parameters for both the
pendulum and bar GT spacecraft, as summarized in Table 2. These
parameters match with the detailed polyhedral models shown in
Figs. 1 and 2. As applicable, these parameters can be used for the
corresponding point-mass models as well.We also show the value of
the nominal hovering distance rd that defines, along with the initial
desired angles and nsun value of Table 1, the desired point about
which the states deviate at any given time.
Fig. 10 Nonlinear normalized system response in position error of the GT nodes from their desired position in the inertial frame fixed to the NEO spin
axis; with no cancellation of natural potential for the downtrack alignment relative equilibrium and for the three-point-mass bar GT paired with both
oblate spheroid NEO and triaxial ellipsoid NEO.
Table 1 Orbit elements and parameters (hypothetical, unless
otherwise indicated) of target NEOs used in detailed numerical
simulation scenarios
Parameter 99942 Apophisb 144898 2004VD17c
Mean diameter, ma 250 580
a, m 170e 340
b, m 120e 280
c, m 96e 255
Density, kg=m3a 2600 2600
Total mass, kga 2:1  1010 2:6  1011
Trot, h 16.0
f 2.0
d0, deg 80 15
d0, deg 10 50
 d0, deg 45 45
a, AUa 0.92226 1.50812
ea 0.191059 0.588704
i, dega 3.33131 4.22293
Perihelion, AUa 0.74605 0.62028
Aphelion, AUa 1.09847 2.39595
!, dega 126.39 90.686
, dega 204.46 224.24
Tsun, year
a 0.8857 1.8521




aObtained from [12], as of 17 January 2007.
bActual data values indicated are based on 2 radar-delay, 5 Doppler, and 731 optical
observations spanning 884.52 days [12].
cActual data values indicated are based on 905 observations spanning 1764.9 days [12].
dThis is the maximum rate of change in the downtrack direction, occurring at perihelion
of the respective NEO, as calculated from the orbit.
eFollowing values used in [13].
fFrom [14].
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Table 3 shows the initial conditions to which the response is
obtained using both the analytical models and the full-detail
polyhedral models in all four test scenarios. The states to which these
initial conditions are applied are propagated directly using the full
nonlinear equations (54–59) for the analytical models. For the
polyhedral models, which are instead propagated according to the
full two-rigid-body-problem methodology outlined in [10–15], this
set of states and their corresponding initial conditions are
transformed to the set of states used within that methodology. The
initial conditions in Table 3 are selected based in part on anticipated
1measurement uncertainties of 1.0mand1.0mm/s, respectively, in
the position of each controlledGTnode relative to its desired inertial-
frame position and in the velocity of each controlled node relative to
that inertial frame. By controlled node, we mean one having an
artificial potential well placed about its desired position. These
uncertainties can be mapped from the xi; x0i space back to the
r; r0; !1; ; ;   space with a state-dependent mapping.
Actual measurement noise and any filter of it to supply values to the
controller inputs are not implemented for the results in this paper.
For each scenario, we plot the norm of the position error (with
respect to the desired equilibrium position) vector for both controlled
nodes (bottom and head for the pendulum, left and right thruster
modules for the bar), with concurrent curves from propagating the
analytical models and from propagating the truth polyhedral body
models. Figure 12 shows just that for the deflection of Apophis using
the pendulum GT configuration, the deflection of Apophis with the
bar GT configuration, deflection of 2004 VD17 with the pendulum
GT, and deflection of the same with the bar GT.
It is seen that over the fullfiveNEO rotation periods forApophis or
50 NEO rotation periods for VD17, adequate performance and
trajectory behavior is achieved for both models with the use of the
tabulated controller parameters. The amplitudes of oscillations
persisting in the steady state are larger for the polyhedral models than
for the analytical ones, as expected once the full complexity of the
body shapes is included. The details of how the higher-order mass
distribution excites and maintains the additional oscillations may
merit further investigation. The steady-state bias for bothmodels is in
the general direction of the NEO and nearly the same between
models, also as expected, although there is a further bias of the
pendulum at VD17 using the polyhedra. Two additional features of
the responses are noted that do not appear in Fig. 12. First, in each
scenario, the assumption that the NEO has clean principal-axis
rotation without free precession and nutation does not hold exactly
using the polyhedral models. No special effort was made to realign
the mesh approximating the ellipsoid NEO to ensure that the new
principal axis that mesh has (consistent with its asymmetry and
Fig. 11 Illustration of the hypothetical polyhedral bodymodels of NEOs selected for use in the detailed numerical simulation test scenarios. The scale is
the same between the two illustrations. It is emphasized that these are purely speculative bodymodels, with no relation to currently limited or nonexistent
shape data for these specific asteroids.
Table 2 Parameters of the two types of GTs and their controllers for
each of the detailed numerical simulation test scenarios
99942 Apophis 144898 2004VD17
Parameter Pendulum GT Bar GT Pendulum GT Bar GT
rd 5.1 5.1 15.64 15.64
l, m 50 50 50 50
p;b, deg 55.5 56.0 44.5 43.9
 0.1128 0.1134 0.344 0.320
k1 0.00231 0.02083 6:510  105 0.02083
" 4.5002 0.5 5.000 0.5
xDZ 0.0 1  1010 0.25 1  1010
g!1 10 10 10 10
g!3 10 10 10 10
g!3 10 10 10 10
gvel 10 10 10 10
k n/a 20 n/a 20
GT mass, kg 2:000  104 2:000  104 2:692  104 3:099  104
I1x , kgm
2 5:323  104 1:788  106 7:18  104 6:485  106
I1y , kgm
2 5:673  106 6:31  104 1:57  107 9:624  104
I1z , kgm
2 5:675  106 1:801  106 1:57  107 6:507  106
rb 0.0482 0.0482 0.0481 0.0511
hb 0.0963 0.0963 0.0962 0.1021
rh;n 0.0281 0.0328 0.0366 0.0467
hh;n 0.0200 0.0200 0.0332 0.0200
1=2, deg 20 20 20 20
Table 3 Initial conditions for states of system (all in normalized units)
State/quantity Initial condition State/quantity Initial condition
rx 0:048 !1x 0:1902
ry 0.155 !1y 0.0443
rz 0:337 !1z 0:0402
r0x 0.0245 , rad 5:24  105
r0y 0:0209 , rad 5:24  105
r0z 0:0384  , rad 5:24  105
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detailed shape) is parallel with the initial-time spin axis. The resulting
nontrivial polyhedral NEO rotation is more severe (maximum
nutation angle of 6 deg) with our hypothetical VD17 mesh than
for our Apophis mesh. Second, for scenarios using a bar GT, there
can be large rotation oscillations about the boom centerline that
persist only for the polyhedral models, indicating that a much
stronger g!2 gain is needed going from the analytical to the
polyhedral models, to handle the detailed GT mesh’s asymmetry
about its boom centerline.
V. System Design, Performance, and Implications
We seek to analyze and quantify any performance penalty that is
incurred by using the appropriate developed controller, for each
combination of deflection target and GT type in the last section. In
each case,we seek to describe such performance over a sensible set of
system parameters. The specific target NEO’s chosen properties lock
in many parameters at the start. Even so, describing performance
over the whole remaining parameter space is intractable. Thus, we
restrict ourselves to exploring the lower-dimension parameter
subspace formed by 1) the length l from the center of mass of the
bottom to the center of mass of the head, or between the centers of
mass of the outboard thruster nodes; 2) the total GT mass m1; 3) the
GT internal mass fraction; 4) the various control gains gvel and g!i
(and, as applicable, k); and 5) the well shape and size parameters k1
and " and the dead-zone distance xDZ, as shown in Fig. 6.
It is possible to further reduce this parameter subspace. Additional
constraint relations can determine both m1 and  indirectly from l
and from the parameter values fixed at the start and thus not listed. As
in [1], we always assume that the thruster exhaust plumes from the
main engines of both bar and pendulum GTs remain exterior to the
sphere of radius Rsph (in meters) circumscribing the NEO, to avoid
ever impinging on the NEO surface. The bore sights of opposing
engine pairs must therefore be canted away from the towing-
direction vector by a minimum angle p or b (for pendulum or bar
GT, respectively). This angle is determined through geometry from
the engine exhaust plume half-angle 1=2 and the values for Rsph, rd,
and l (as well as  for the pendulum only). The first-cut idealized
spherical NEO plus single-point-mass GT setup appearing in
previously published work (hereafter, the baseline) give a first value
for the net force that the engines must apply to the GT for open-loop
hovering within that setup. The total engine thrust capacity needed
can be first estimated by dividing this force by the cosine of p;b.
Through very rough design of a nuclear electric propulsion system to
supply this engine thrust capacity plus some margin, masses for the
elements of the GT assumed to form themain body (e.g., reactor) and
the head or outboard nodes (e.g., engines, propellant, and radiators)
are determined. This gives a total GTmass and how it is split between
the main body and head/nodes (i.e., values for m1 and ). Because
the original hovering force and GT placement geometry generally
changewith a change tom1 or, this rough-design process is iterated
to convergence. Interestingly, we find that system design does not
allow just any arbitrary , and explosive growth in total spacecraft
mass results for particularly poor placements of theGT.We do not go
into these system design issues further, because our focus is on the
dynamics and control of the GT. The key idea is that we use system
Fig. 12 Norm of vector position errors of controlled nodes with respect to their desired positions for the downtrack alignment relative equilibrium,
coordinated in the frame fixed to the NEO in each case.
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design to specify final converged m1 and  values, along with the
moments of inertia, etc., eliminating them from the list of still-free
parameters.
Some constraints can also be placed on the well shape and size
parameters. We do not desire to allow a controlled node of the GT to
move outside of the outermost transition radius at which a switch
between pieces of the piecewise well function occurs. Because of
weakening restoring force with larger deviation once past this
transition radius, as soon as a node crosses it going away from the
equilibrium point, that node is unlikely to return. Between the dead-
zone boundary and this transition radius, the restoring force and
control effort needed are inversely proportional to ", and so to reduce
control effort, we might seek to increase " as much as possible
without causing the controller to fail. Here, failure is defined by
allowing any node to cross the outer transition radius of its well
within a simulation time sufficient to cover several NEO rotation
periods. However, because that radius is itself dependent on k1 in
addition to ", one could independently choose k1 to make that radius
arbitrarily large, and this failure criterion becomes meaningless.
Instead, suppose that to ensure no node position reversal (inversion
of the pendulumorflipping about the local vertical for the bar), we set
the transition radius to 0.5 times the boom length. The value of k1 is
determined by " and xDZ to satisfy this constraint. As for " itself, we
choose this small enough to satisfy the bound







for all i-controlled nodes. Here, the inner ball’s radius of  should
prevent singularity on the right-hand side of the inequality andmight
be set to xDZ if that is nonzero. This rule ensures that the gradient due
to the potential wells is always stronger than the natural potential
gradient at all points between concentric spherical shells with radii of
 and 0.5 normalized units, centered on the desired equilibrium point
for every GT-controlled node. Except for cases with large initial
conditions in velocity states, this provides a near guarantee to not
encounter the failure criterion. For a point of reference, setting
 0:05 and evaluating this upper bound on " for each of the test
scenarios of the last section gives approximately 0.98 for Apophis
and the pendulum, 1.04 for Apophis and the bar, 11.66 for VD17 and
the pendulum, and 12.19 for VD17 and the bar.
To facilitate any further reduction of the parameter subspace, we
must obtain the performance measures to use and look at their values
at some design points. There are many possible metrics to examine,
but in terms of the end goal of the deflection effort, we are interested
in total downtrackV applied to theNEO GT system as a whole.
More specifically, we wish to quantify the reduction of V
achievable using our controller below the V achievable with the
baseline. Such comparison is only valid given a fixed fuel amount.
The components of all thruster exhaust plumes in directions normal
to the towing-direction vector may be assumed to apply no
downtrack V to the system. Components of thruster exhaust
plumes in the same direction as the towing-direction vector directly
reduce that V as well. Use of our control scheme may require
thruster output in these directions greater (lesser) than the thruster
output in those directions with the baseline. If so, then for a fixed fuel
quantity, the total V is proportionately reduced (increased).
Equivalently, the total time that the deflection operation can be
continued before exhausting fuel is reduced (increased).
To eliminate the time of operation and fuel amounts from the
performance analysis, one can shift to performance metrics in terms
of accelerations or forces. From this perspective, the benefit fromGT
operation can be measured as the component of the acceleration or
force exerted on the NEO that is parallel to the desired towing







f1 	 ŵ d (77)
where ŵ is the unit vector aligned to the desired towing direction at all
times, and to and tf are the start and end times of the simulation. They
should be separated by the greater of at least several NEO periods of
rotation or the characteristic timescale observed for reaching an
approximate steady state. Of course, the corresponding cost fromGT
operation is not as easily computed. Not wishing to delve into
thruster layout and thruster mixing logic, we combine the net control
thrust andmoment used in the propagated equations into one number
for the total thruster effort required, which we average over the
simulation time as well.
The approach is as follows: First assume all control moments are
provided by the action of thrusters (very conservative) and that the
moment component about the longest axis of the craft is provided by
equal and opposite thrusts applied at the body points, with the largest
moment arm about that axis (rb and hb=2 for the pendulum and bar,
respectively). The remaining moment components are provided by
equal and opposite thrusts applied at the extreme ends of the craft, for
the largest possible moment arm. In the desired equilibrium attitude,
all of these thrusts for control moment are perpendicular to the
towing direction and represent lost thruster effort. Take any positive
projection of the required control force fc onto theGT-fixed frame’s î
vector and assume this is provided bymain engines and hence subject
to the 1= cosp;b engine cant penalty. The norm of the remainder
of the fc vector, or all of it if it has no positive projection onto î, is
counted as additional lost thruster effort. By summation, we have the
following expressions for time-averaged thruster-effort “cost” for the
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The cost/benefit ratio fsys  fcost=fben for our systems using the
controller schemes presented herein can be compared with the cost/
benefit ratio fbasic  1= cosp;b for the corresponding baseline.
The ratio of fsys over fbasic gives a scalar comparative performance
degradation factor f. All requirements worked out very quickly with
the baseline setup for system thrust, power, and fuel capacity must be
at least multiplied by the factor f to yield minimum requirements for
the actual GT design if that design will achieve the same desired
towing effect as the baseline. This is a general quantity, dictated for
each target-body and GT-type combination by the natural full two-
rigid-body-problem dynamics of that combination and the remaining
free parameters. As for those remaining parameters
l; gvel; g!i ; k; "; xDZ, conducting sparse manual exploration of the
values of fben throughf at different points by simulating the response
to the initial conditions of Table 3 over several NEOperiods reveals a
few trends.
First, one should include a fairly high level of damping. Without
this, large position and velocity oscillations persist over time. Even
though they may have amplitude well below that sufficient to violate
the 0.5 bound on node position deviation, the periodic controller
thrusting that produces the oscillation increases fcost greatly,
requiring unacceptably large fsys values and infeasible system
design.Hence,we lock the gainsgvel,g!i , and k to values on the order
of 10.
Second, with the nominal hovering distance rd fixed, the force
required by the baseline for hovering of the GT remains the same.
Then increasing the boom length l tends to decrease the minimum
engine cant angles p;b. With the pendulum, there is the additional
effect of bringing the bottom closer to the NEO with larger l. Hence,
with increasing l, the towing effect and fben tend to stay the same (or
increase), but bothfbasic and fsys tend to decrease (mainly through the
cant angles). However, we observe that the former decreases faster,
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such that f grows slightly, with increasing l. This could be
misleading about the overall cost/benefit of such an extension of the
spacecraft, but we view absolute improvement in overall towing
capability represented by lower fsys as far more important than the
comparative performance difference between the baseline and actual
simulated models. This means an advantage to extending the GT
boom as long as possible, up to the limit of feasibility for in-space
construction or to the point at which assuming a rigid GT body
becomes problematic. Hence, we do not search for the minimum of
any metric along l, but lock in the large, but feasible, value of
l 50 m.
Related to selecting a boom length, note that whether the novel bar
configuration introduced in this paper performs better or worse than
the pendulum configuration for deflecting a specific NEO, with all
parameters common to the two configurations being equal, is
answered differently for different ranges of l. Assume we set values
of rd such that, between both configurations, we maintain the same
safety margin of s (in meters) between the surface of the NEO
circumscribing sphere and the centroid of the main body of the GT.
Perhaps for the greatest value of fben, we will want to reduce s as
small as can be safely allowed, though our exploration suggests that
would likely lead to divergence in GT mass under iterative system
design. In any case, rd   Rsph  s=l for the pendulum and
rd  Rsph  s=l for the bar. Supposing the same 1=2 and the same
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q  1=2 (81)
The value of l as a function of Rsph and s, for which these angles are
equal, is the discriminating value. When l is longer, the bar produces
the same open-loop hovering thrust of the baseline,with a lowerfbasic
than the pendulum, so that the bar configuration is favored before
applying our f factor. When l is shorter, the reverse holds, so that the
pendulum configuration is so favored. Put another way, if f were
about the same for both configurations, then all other things being
equal, our hypothesis that the bar configuration allows a lower fsys
than the pendulum configuration would tend to be true for l longer
than this discriminating value, but false for l shorter than it. In each
detailed test scenario of Sec. IV, the l 50 m chosen is quite small
compared with the NEO largest semi-axis, so it is not surprising to
observe that in most of these cases, after applying the f to the fbasic,
the pendulum performs better with lower fsys. However, l 50 m is
above the calculated discriminating value for both VD17 setups and
below that value for both Apophis setups, and so it is apparent that a
highly variable f can override the previous general statements.
Finally, note that only the bar configuration with the very large l
value of




gives engine cant angles of zero and hence the smallest possible
fbasic  1.
For each of the four test scenarios of the last section, we conducted
a formal gradient search for the minimum fsys over the two free
parameters now remaining: " and xDZ; more specifically, over a patch
in quadrant I of the "–xDZ plane,with boundaries chosen in part based
on the bounds computed with Eq. (76) for each NEO’s natural
gravitational potential. For our search, we used a standard
optimization packagewrapped around comparatively fast simulation
of the analytical models, in response to the initial conditions of
Table 3, covering five Apophis rotation periods or 50 much shorter
VD17 rotation periods, as applicable. We also further detailed
sparsely sampled points along the search path through the "–xDZ
plane with otherwise identical propagations of the dual polyhedral
NEO and GT models using parallel implementation of the exact full
two-body problem integration method outlined in [10].
It is observed that starting in the most conservative smallest " and
smallest xDZ corner of the search space, after moving only a short
distance away from that corner, fsys becomes relatively flat, although
still slightly decreasing with larger . Thus, for minimal performance
improvement, the search path moves all over (and, generally, away)
until (even though the analytical model propagation still shows
nicely bounded behavior) the polyhedral propagation shows system
failure in the face of its greater perturbations. We desired to present
results sets for each of the four test scenarios covered in the last
section, matching parameter values identified as minimum fsys
points, but instead we have chosen to show results for nonoptimal
points not close to being at risk of breaking the system. Both fsys and
the other performancemetrics found alongwith it for each of the four
presented results sets are listed in Table 4; the preceding tables give
the matching underlying points in the parameter space.
The small-to-moderate size of f in these test scenarios suggests
that the level of difficulty of controlling the whole system vs
uncontrolled operation is manageable, but much less so for the bar
GT atVD17 and especially so for the bar GT at Apophis. The relative
sizes of the changes in the metrics between the analytical and
polyhedral models indicate that it is indeed important to incorporate
high-fidelity shape models and all of their perturbing effects, as we
do herein.
From the size of the change in all metrics between different target
bodies having different characteristics, but given use of the same GT
configuration, we also discern a significant need for modeling of
target bodies before such a large-scale GT deflection mission is
designed and built. By modeling, we mean not just precise orbit
determination and gross diameter inference alone, but the best
possible determination of size, shape, spin state, and other physical
characteristics. This might be done through ground-based planetary
radar if there is a suitable observation window or a more costly (but
potentially better return) precursor characterization mission. Some
prior claims made to the effect that because the GT does not need to
physically connect with the NEO, there is no need for prior
knowledge of the asteroid’s shape, composition, rotation rate, etc.,
appear to be incorrect.
Table 4 Performance metrics for parameter subspace points having simulation results shown in this paper for each of
the detailed numerical simulation test scenarios; the two values in each entry are for the analytical/polyhedral runs
99942 Apophis 144898 2004VD17
Perf. metric Pendulum GT Bar GT Pendulum GT Bar GT
fben, N 0:4885=0:4860 0:4654=0:4652 0:7975=0:7883 0:8835=0:8875
fcost, N 0:8999=0:9032 0:9015=0:7487 1:1811=1:1820 1:8050=1:9560
fsys 1:8422=1:8583 1:9373=1:6093 1:4811=1:4995 2:0430=2:2038
fbasic 1:7671=1:7671 1:7868=1:7868 1:4023=1:4023 1:3884=1:3884
f 1:0425=1:0516 1:0842=0:9007 1:0562=1:0693 1:4715=1:5873
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VI. Conclusions
For increasingly complex and more realistic models of any
impact-threatening NEO, both the pendulum gravity tug and our
novel bar gravity tug can be suitably controlled to complete a
deflection operation, using the specific controller designs presented
in this paper. The desired deflection operation achieved applies
continuous change in heliocentric orbital velocity in a direction close
to the most desirable precessing downtrack velocity vector (or any
inertially fixed direction as a special case). This holds true in the
presence of realistic perturbations and the effects of full geometric
detail for both the natural and artificial bodies involved. The
important performance metrics we have introduced for design of a
gravity-tug system having either the pendulum or bar configuration
mostly capture the difficulty of controlling to the desired outcome, as
driven by the fully coupled rotational and translational dynamics and
the system parameters. The effort required is seen to be reasonable
for a few point studies. Attempting to rigorously minimize these
performance metrics may weaken the controller to the point that the
system fails, and so each scenario requires careful examination.
Appendix A: Point-Mass and Ellipsoid Representations
of Pendulum GT with Sphere NEO
First, for the point-mass pendulum GT representation, let the
bottom of massmb (which is the majority of the GT’s total massm1)
and head of massmh be separated by a boom of normalized length l.
Introducing the ratio mh=mb mh, and with our prior
alignment of the frame attached to the GT, the key vectors at both
desired equilibria are
r eq  rd 0 0T; b  l 0 0T
h  l l 0 0T
(A1)
Using these within the basic formulation of the mutual potential and
its first and second partial derivatives for this case and employing the
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For purposes of the inertia dyad elements, one can represent the
geometry of the GT with dual uniform-density cylinders and a
massless link, as shown in Fig. 1. This leads to
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 1
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which only trades the three parameters I1xx , I1yy , and I1zz for the
parameters , l, and the four normalized dimensions rb, hb, rh, and
hh. But we can let these dimensions tend toward zero (because they
are comparatively small, given the problem’s normalization) and
also choose that normalization so that l is always unity. Then the
moments of inertia simplify to
I1xx  I1yy ; I1yy  I1zz   2 (A3)
Recall that the system will be fully controllable only if I1xx is not
allowed to approach zero, which would lead to an effective rank
degeneracy. This, plus the reality of the physical system, is why we
have only stated that I1xx is far less than the other two moments of
inertia, rather than setting it to exactly zero, consistent with our
elimination of the other body-dimension parameters. Within
MATLAB, we set I1xx as a nonzero constant a few orders of
magnitude smaller than I1yy  I1zz , and this prevents numerical
problems.
Now for the ellipsoid pendulumGT representation, also illustrated
in Fig. 1, assume that the largest semi-axis a is aligned with the î unit
vector of the GT-fixed frame. The potential and its gradients at any
arbitrary relative position vector in that frame (r x; y; z) are given








a2  p 
y2








































































where p is just the constant of integration for the elliptic integrals,
and
Cx; y; z;   x
2
a2  2 
y2
b2  2 
z2
c2  2 (A7)
p

a2  pb2  pc2  p
p
(A8)
and similarly for . The bound  for the integration is given by







c2   1 (A9)
In the specific case that we should have for both equilibria, where
xrd and y z 0 so that req  rd; 0; 0, this root is
 r2d  a2. The preceding potential and gradients all simplify so
that we can easily identify





b2  a2  r2d
	
c2  a2  r2d
	r (A10)
Herein, each i is shorthand denoting the standard elliptic integral
result, with the i semi-axis as a parameter and the preceding









i2  pp (A11)
These elliptic integrals are treated as a black-box function [the same
as, for example, cosx], because general algorithms for their
efficient solution are widely available.We also redefine themoments
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of inertia as (given a > b > c and the alignment shown in the figure)
I 1xx  15m1b2  c2; I1xx  15 b
2  c2
I1yy  15m1a2  c2; I1yy  15 a2  c2
I1zz  15m1a2  b2; I1zz  15 a2  b
2
(A12)
Appendix B: Point-Mass and Ellipsoid Representations
of Bar GT with Sphere NEO
For the three-point-mass bar GT, represent the body and the two
outboard thruster nodes of the bar GT as points with masses mb
(again, the majority of the GT’s total mass m1) and mn. In this case,
we redefine the internal mass ratio as  2mn=mb  2mn and
have the distance from one node to the other as normalized length l.
Immediately assume a choice of normalization length so that the
parameter l is unity.With the alignment of the GT-fixed frame for the
bar GT, the key vectors at both desired equilibria are
req  rd 0 0T; b  0 0 0T
n  0 12 0T; n  0  12 0T
(B1)
From this, we obtain the basic mutual potential and its gradients and
































We can also represent the GT geometry with the uniform-density





















































Again letting each of the normalized dimensions rb, hb, rn, and hn
tend toward zero, given the normalization, and using the mass ratios
and simplifying, we find that
I1xx  I1zz  =4; I1yy  I1xx (B3)
Of course, this introduces an axisymmetry about the ĵ direction that
is not present for this configuration, but this is no worse than
assuming axisymmetry about the î direction previously for the
pendulum configuration. Again, we state only that I1yy is far less than
the other twomoments of inertia, rather than setting it exactly to zero
for physical realism, and because we must not allow I1yy to approach
zero if we are to avoid rank degeneracy and maintain full
controllability. In numerical work, we again include I1yy as a nonzero
constant of a few orders of magnitude smaller than I1xx  I1zz .
Next, consider the ellipsoid bar GT, an ellipsoid that is now
oriented as shown in Fig. 2. The largest semi-axis a is realigned with
the ĵ unit vector of theGT-fixed frame; also assume that the other two
semi-axes are equal (b c). The force potential and its gradients at
any arbitrary relative position vector r x; y; z in the GT-fixed
frame are given by exactly the same equations (A4–A6) and the
accompanying definitions for the integration bound, etc., but with all
instances of a replaced by b and all instances of b concurrently
replaced by a. For either of our desired equilibria in which xrd
and y z 0 and using the b c assumption, these equations
simplify greatly again. Let i denote the standard elliptic integral
result with the i semi-axis as a parameter, just as before, but note that
in this case, the integration bound r2d  b2 is different. Assuming
normalization of the semi-axes along with everything else, and
assuming again that the largest semi-axis is the normalization length
so that a 1 and b c, we can then identify




1  b2  r2d
q
uyy a; uzz  b
(B4)
And we also must redefine the normalized moments of inertia as
I1xx  151 b
2; I1yy  25 b
2; I1zz  151 b
2 (B5)
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